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in its history. However, a glimmer of hope still hangs in the air: The rain has just began falling in the Scottish Highlands. The apocalyptic drought has hit virtually every aspect of Scottish life: from livestock to sheep, to land, crops and water, Scotland is struggling to
cope with the lack of rainfall and, in turn, no streams and rivers. It's like a drought out of medieval times, only with iPhones instead of horses and blistered heat. And unless we can get a breath of winter-scented air off Scotland's Scottish Islands, the effects could be
severe. According to The BBC, the scorching temperatures and torrential downpours that have lashed the Outer Hebrides, Highland Perthshire, Loch Lomond, and most of the Scottish Islands have now died down. However, this means that water levels have dropped
below 20 percent of normal conditions, leading to a crisis of increasing despair. The supposed forecast for the Scottish Highlands this week is extremely worrying, especially considering the extreme weather conditions in Europe. As a result, the Scottish Environment

Protection Agency (SEPA) has urged its
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Dmitry Medvedev lashed out at
Donald Trump in his weekly phone
call with President Barack Obama,

asking the outgoing US leader to tell
Trump to “back off” his threat to
impose sanctions on Moscow. “Of
course, I assume that you told him

that this is nonsense and that he
should not bother about it,”

Medvedev told Obama. “I'm sure
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you did. It would have been good,
don't you think?” The Kremlin said
in a statement late on Friday that

Medvedev had given the private call
at his initiative and to express his
concerns over Donald Trump’s
comments about the Russian
president. Obama reportedly

reassured Medvedev that such
sanctions would not be imposed, but
Medvedev said he wanted more than
just that reassurance. “I don't think
that such informal assurances are

enough,” he said. The Kremlin has
previously said it hopes Trump will

not follow through on his claims that
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he will implement sanctions on
Russia over his concerns over

Moscow’s alleged meddling in last
year’s US presidential election. Such

sanctions could include blocking
Russians from working at US energy
firms, which are already subject to

US export controls. Obama
reportedly told Medvedev in the call

that the administration would
consider counter-measures against

sanctions, should they go ahead, but
that the administration would not do

so in the 3da54e8ca3
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